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5.0 Objective of The Lesson

Objective of the present lession is to acquaint the students with various components

(elements) of compensation like wages, slalary, various allowances, incentives, bonus etc.

These elements of compensation are known as monetary compensation. There are

some other non-monetary compensation which have been dealt with in detail in the present

unit as ‘Indirect or Abstract Compensation’.

5.1 Introduction

That one is better compensation which attracts the talented persons to join the company.

Again it is in search of better compensation for which talented/experienced persons quit their

present company and join some other company which offers better and more attractive
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package of salary and much better prospect for promotion and other benefits. An ideal

compensation policy is one which not only affacts talent but also grooms and retain them.

5.2 Importance of The Topic

It is attractive and lucrative compensation package, which not only attracts the telented

persons to join the company but also retains (keeps with it) them with if for much longer

duration by offering him attractive compensation package and prospect of future development.

There are three fold functions of a good package to attract talents, to groom (develop)

talent and to retain talent.

Hence this topic is very important as it deals with the aforesaid three methods of

retaining talent.

Compensation is another name of wages and salary administration.

5.3 Definition of Compensation

Workers render their services for wages and salary which is also termed as

compensation. In other words we may say that workers exchange their services for

compensation which is paid to them in terms of “Money”.

5.4 Element of Compensation

Followings are the different components or elements of compensation:-

(i) Wages/salary.

(ii) Various kinds of incentives.

(iii) Allowances or fringe benefits.

(iv) Bonus – profit sharing bonus, statutory bonus.

(v) Some percentage of shares of the company is also allotted to workers.

(vi) Retiral benefits – contributory provident fund, interest thereon gratuity, group

insurance amount, encashment of unutilized leave, monetary reward for

extraordinary performance etc.

These are the ‘direct compensation’ which are paid to them regulary – per month

excepting bonus which is paid once a year and retiral benefits are paid on the retirement or

death whichever occurs earlier. Necessary compensation is paid under the provisions of

WORKMEN COMPENSATION ACT. in case of accident on duty.

5.4(a) Indirect or Abstract Compensation

In addition to what has been mentioned above employees are entitled to the following

abstract or indirect compensation from their employers :-
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Promotion :

On getting time bound or even out of turn promotion due to exemplary performance.

In such case not only their wages/salary and other fringe benefits (allowances) are

increased rather their social status, power and privileges are also enhanced many times

more.

On getting promotion in officers’ grade the employees get the following extra facilities

which enhance their social status and they get psychological satisfaction which  cannot  be

measured  award  only  in  monetary  terms. These  are  abstract benefits  which  give

employees  mental/psychological  satisfaction and pleasure :-

1. Free well-furnished bungalow.

2. Car.

3. Peon and orderly.

4. Gardener to maintain garden in the campus of their bungalow.

5. Security guards/body guard etc.

6. Then they command more respectability from their juniors and sub-ordinates.

7. P.A./Pvt. secretary/well equipped office chamber.

These are known as indirect/abstract or socio-psychological benefits.

But presently we are concerned only with their monetary compensation as mentioned

in the beginning of this unit.

Wages and salary have their far reaching impact on the employees’ performance which

results in organizational performance. Thus compensation is a double edged weapon in as

much as it benefits both employees and employers (or organization) simultaneously.

Objectives of Compensation :

Followings are the objectives of wages and salary administration :-

1. To attract talented Human Resource.

2. To groom (train and develop) them.

3. To retain them – so that they may not leave the organization pre-maturely.

4. To minimize the cost on personnel by retaining the trained (developed) far

experienced personnel or.

5. To minimize the rate of turnover – the phenomenon of frequently changing or leaving

the organization is called “turnover” in Personel Management terminology.

6. To motivate the employees for excellent performance.

7. To maintain equality, fairness and justice in compensation policy so as to ensure

equal salary for equal job or similar compensation for similar job.
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8. To ensure impartiality in fixation of wages and salary.

9. To infuse confidence/loyalty/sense of belonging, and ownness in workers.

10.  To make the system cost-effective.

11. To bring stability in compensation policy and thereby to maintain stability in work-

force-management to the best advantage of the organization.

12.To keep the workers free from worries and anxiety of rising market prices of

commodities by increasing their dearness allowance and compensatory  city

allowances as per market cost index.

13.According to Beach there are five objectives of compensation:-

(i) To recruit right person for right job.

(ii) To control pay rolls.

(iii)To satisfy people to reduce the incidence of turnover, grievance and friction.

(iv) To motivate people to perform better.

(v) To maintain a good public image.

5.5 Factors Affecting Compensation

Factors influencing the compensation can be classified into four categories as

mentioned below :-

1. Various Acts. passed by the state and central governments.

2. Prevalent wage rates in the region (area)concerned.

3. Bargaining power of representative Trade Unions.

4. Corporate philosophy (policy) of the organization concerned.

Based on Belcher’s classification of the compensation management there are two

broad components of wage and salary administration :-

1. Determination of wages and salary.

2. Structure of wage and salary.

3. Yet another scholar – Janthem has enumerated following factors for fixing wages/

salary :-

4. Factors that have a bearing on the formulation of wage and salary levels :-

(i) Cost of living.

(ii) Productivity.

(iii)Prevailing wage rates.

(iv) Ability to pay.

(v) Attraction and retention of employees.
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Cost of Living :

Wages and salary fixed once taking into account the present cost of living standard

becomes inadequate in course of time due to inflationary conditions (phenomenon of rising

prices) in the economy.

Hence this price-rise makes the living standard of workers quite miserable telling

upon their efficiency. In order to set off (or to neutralize the effect)  this cost of living allowance

(C.L.A.), compensatory city allowance (C.C.A.), dearness allowance (D.A.) are announced

by the central and state governments from time-to-time based on “COST INDEX”.

All corporates in the private sector and P.S.Us. (public sector undertakings) follow this

practice.

2. Productivity

Productivity of any organization depends not only on worker rate it is also dependent

on the adoption of latest technology (automation), better. Management better supervision/

guidance training to workers to work on new technology, capital investment, up-dation of

technical knowledge of supervisors etc.

Hence to pay wage/salary to workers on the basis of their productivity (performance)

appears sound only in principle. It is not very much practical.

Hence, C.L.A./D.A./C.C.A. and such other fringe benefits are given to all the employees

equally to avoid any conflict with workers and their Trade Unions and to motivate the workers

equally.

3. Prevailing Wage Rates in the Region

As almost same standard of skill, experience and expertise are required by all the

factories/firm in the region the salary of workers is also fixed accordingly in order to attract

and retain workers and to motivate them, to reduce the incidence of trade Union conflict and

turnover (leaving one firm to join other for better pay).

4. Ability to Pay

This practice is based on the saying “cut your coat according to your cloth” “or

pay what you can afford to pay”.

This theory is saying applicable to newly established firm who are yet to achieve their

‘BREAK-EVEN POPINT’. They keep their workers assured that suitable, increase would be

given to them when the firm starts earning profit.

Only the less skilled, less experienced, unemployed workers join such firm.

But ultimately the firm has to come-up to the prevailing wage structure in the region

concerned.
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5. Attraction and Retention of Employees

Wage and salary also depends on the quality and availability of workers and the need

of the organization. There are two possible alternatives :-

(i) The wages and salary will be high if the organization needs well qualified/trained

and experienced person and if they are scare in the region concerned.

(ii) Just opposite of this situation is that the well trained/experienced/skilled persons

are available in abundance in the region or surplus to requirement of the industry

the compensation will be on lower side.

5.5(a) Wage Influencing Variables

As per views expressed by Monappa there are two stages of fixation of wages and

salary :-

1st stage : When employer and employee fix wages and salary by mutual negotiation

there is no third party. It is direct negotiation between the two parties.

2nd stage : There are a huge number of factors influencing the wage structure. There

are following factors and now the negotiation is collective one rather multi cornered. The

intervening parties are :-

1. Trade Unions of workers.

2. Laws passed by central government/state government/Labour Tribunals/Labour

Commissioner/Labour Superintends/Labour Welfare Officers.

3. Organisation and Philosophy (policy) towards, Labour.

4. Firms capacity to pay.

5. Internal pricing through job.

6. Region cum-industry settlement.

Inter mixture of all these factors results in wage and salary structure of a company.

Government
Law’s wage board

Collective
bargaining

(Trade Union)

Local
accepted rate

Tribunal

Judgment

Capacity of

firm to pay

Labour
management

policy

Region-cum-
Industry settlement

Internal pricing
through

jobevaluation

Wage and salalry
structure
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5.6 Principles of Wage and Salary Administration

There are three main principles governing wage and salary administration :-

1. External Equity.

2. Internal Equity.

3. Individual Worth.

External Equity Theory :

Followings variable (factors) constitute the External Equity Theory.

1. Demand and supply of labour.

2. Market rate of wages and salary.

This theory ensures that the jobs are fairly compensated as per the prevalent market
rate.

Internal Equity Theory :

Various jobs in an organization are relatively comparable, for example. Divisional
Engineer, Divisional Accounts Officer, Divisional Superintendent, stores & purchase they all
are leading different departments or sections of the same organization and their jobs involve
almost equal responsibility, care and exertion. Hence their pay and allowances should be
equal that is “EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK”.

In other words more difficult job should be paid more.

3. Indivisual Worth Theory

This theory says that an individual worker should, be paid according to his/her
performance and contribution to the organization

Conclusion :

A sound compensation system should include factors like :-

1. Adequacy of wages.

2. Social balance.

3. Supply and demand of labour.

4. Fair compensation.

5. Equal pay for equal work.

And

6. Work measurment.

5.7 Incentives

Incentive is something extra monetary benefit in addition to fixed salary and wage of

employees. It may be both financial and non-financial.
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Definitions :

1. According to the National Labour Commission wage incentives are extra

financial motivation. It aims at inspiring and motivating the work force to exert their

best to increase the present rate of their productivity as well as quality by rewarding

them over and above their fixed rate of remuneration enabling the organization to

achieve their present and future target.

2. Another turn scholars –Barakand Smith have defined incentive as programme

and policy of organization to motivate individuals for better performance. They

have included financial and non-financial both types of incentives. While monetary

rewards include incentive pay or bonus the non-monetary rewards include a variety

of other reward.

3. According to Venakt Ratnam and Srivastava a wage incentive is a method of

payment for work of an acceptable quality produced over and above a specified

quantity or standard.

This definition emphasizes more on quality than quantity.

4. P.B.R. Concept payment by result – under this system payment of a worker is

linked with his/her out-put.

This quantitative system directly links workers payment with their performance.

Incentive at a Glance (Conclusion)

Or characteristic of incentives :-

1. Incentive is based on a standard of performance for the job.

2. Incentive is quantifiable in term of money.

3. Though there is non-monetary incentive also.

4. Incentive varies from person to person and from time-to-time.

5. Incentives are meant to motivate workers for much better performance.

Three Main Assumption of Incentive :

1. It is presumed that “MONEY” is a strong motivator.

2. That the relationship between efforts (done by employees) and reward get

established and employees’ sense of belonging/loyalty increased.

3. The feedback from the employees is immediate and direct.

Rationale of Incentive

(i) There are divergent views about incentive. While proponents (those in favour

of) strongly pleads it saying it is beneficial for both employees’ and employers

as both are benefited by the increased productivity of labour.

(ii) It attracts talented persons and retains in the organization.
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(iii) Incentive leads to increased production.

(iv) It also increases productivity of employees, economy of scale are profit.

(v) As the employees become more motivated/dutiful/sincere and loyal they need

not supervision as before. Consequently the number of supervisors is

minimized thereby saving in cost of supervisors.

(vi) Rate of employees’ absenteeism and turnover (leaving organization) get

minimized.

(vii) Due to increased production employees get incentive productivity bonus, profit

sharing bonus they become yet more motivated, productive and the

organization prosper as overall profitability goes up.

Example :

A National productivity council survey report reveals that 70% of companies surveyed

had adopted incentive plan and increase in their productivity ranged from 25% to 45%

Research made by some other agency reveals that in majority of the jobs researches reveal

that wage incentive schemes raised productivity, increased earnings and reduced direct labour

cost. Another research conducted in Chittarangan Locomotive Works (Mehijam) has also

corroborated the findings that increasing productivity and decreasing cost are the result of

wage-incentive since 1954.

Some Argument Against Incentive :

Some people are against the wage incentive stating that incentive schemes are just

rosy far from reality because “Money” (incentive) being an external factor to the job fails to

motivate people. People get job satisfaction out of their work.

They are the followers of Herzberg’s two factor theory of motivation that is – Hygiene

factor and “maintenance factor”.

According to this theory money (incentive etc.) does not act as motivator rather throw

dust into the eyes? They advocate that the increased volume of production has in many cases

been found of deteriorated quality, which ultimately adversely affect the sale volume demand

and goodwill of firm in the market.

Final Conclusion :

Even National Commission on labour has advocated the incentive scheme for

increasing productivity the only precaution to be exercised is that quality aspect of the

increased production should be emphasized and ensured that greater quantum of production

must not sacrifice the quality. Hence greater supervision, rigid laboratory test and strict quality

control measures and inspection should be intensified.
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Types of Incentive

Financial Incentive
(means monetary)
Incentive

Non-financial
Incentive
(Reward/Recognition)

(i) Individual Incentive

And

(ii) Group incentive

Individual Incentive (P.B.R. – Scheme) :

Under this plan individual employee are paid on the basis of result/performance or

quantum of work done by them.

There are 5 types of plan under individual incentive plan as below :-

1. Taylor’s differential piece rate plans.

2. Halsey premium plan.

3. Rowan premium plan.

4. Emersson efficiency plan.

5. Gantt task and bonus plan.

1. Taylor’s Differential Piece Rate Plan

This plan was launched by F.W. Taylor the father of scientific management.

He devised two types of rate. Those who performed up to certain standard’ was paid

higher rate others who lagged behind the standard was paid at lower rate.

The standard was decided as per the ‘time’ and ‘motion’ put by the worker concerned.

2. Halsey Premium Plan

This plan was originated by an American Engineer – F.A. Halsey.

It is a modified form of time and piece wage system.

Based on past experience a guarantee wage is fixed. If a worker saves time (perform

his assigned job in less than fixed time) he is paid 50% of wages for the “time” saved (known

as premium) in addition to his normal wages>It is optional for the workers to work on premium

or not.

Thus this plan also provides incentive to efficient workers.

3. Rowan Premium Plan

This plan was developed by D. Rowan in 1901. This plan is almost like that of Halsey

Premium plan unlike a fixed percentage in case of Halsey plan the Rowan Premium Plan
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considers premium on the basis of the proportion which the time saved bears to the standard

time.

4. Emersson Efficiency Plan

Under this plan both – standard work or and daily wage earners get fixed Bonus on the

efficiency of workers. The moment workers efficiency reaches 67% he/she become entitle to

get the premium (bonus).

The rate of bonus goes on increasing till he/she achieves 100% efficiency.

Beyond 100% efficiency, bonus will be 20% of the basic rate plus 1% (one percent) for

each 1% increase in efficiency.

Thus at 120% efficiency a worker gets a bonus of 40% and at 140% efficiency workers

gets 60% of the daily wage as bonus.

5. Gantt Task and Bonus Plan

This plan was formulated by H.L. Gantt. This plan combines time, piece wage and

bonus standard time, piece wage and high rate are determined.

A worker who cannot complete standard work within standard time is paid only the

minimum guaranteed wage.

A worker completing the standard work within standard time is paid fixed time wage

plus a bonus @ 20% of the normal time wage.

If the worker exceeds to the standard he is paid a higher piece- rate but there is no

bonus.

The above mentioned plans indicate that incentive vary along with variation in earning

with changes in performance and output.

Thus based on linkages between performance and incentive the various incentive

plans (P.B.R.) may be classified into the following four types:-

1. Incentives in the same proportion as performance.

2. Incentives varying proportionately less than performance.

3. Incentives varying proportionately more than performance.

4. Incentives varying in proportion that varies with levels of performance.

Straight Proportional Scheme and The Differential (6 Ears)

Incentive Scheme :

While the incentive plan as mentioned vide serial 1 to 4 above is known as Straight

Proportional Scheme the remaining 3 are called differential or geared incentive scheme.

Group Incentive Scheme :

The above mentioned 4 types of individual incentives are on the basis of the jobs are

of independent nature.
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When the above mentioned, incentive plans are applied to ‘Group’ they are called

Group Incentive Scheme. They are called as below :-

Profit Sharing :

As the name suggests a portion of organization profit is shared (distributed) among

its workers.

The international co-operative congress, held in Paris in 1889 defined the profit sharing

as a formal or informal agreement freely entered in to by which an employee receives a share

fixed, in advance of the profits of the organization.

The profit sharing is regarded as a “MILE STONE” in the history of industrial democracy.

Eligibility to Profit Sharing :

In order to be eligible to get profit sharing an employee must have served fixed years

of service.

Kinds of Profit Sharing :

According to Metzer there are following three categories of profit sharing:-

1. Current profit sharing.

2. Deferred profit sharing.

3. Combination of the above two.

1. Current Profit Sharing :

Under this scheme share of profit is paid to the employees in cash/cheque or in form

of stock (share) option.

2. Deferred :

Share of profit is credited to the account of employees which is paid to the employees

at the time of his/her retirement or other kind of separation.

3. A part of the share of profit due to the employees is paid immediately in cash or

cheque and rest is credited  to  his/her acccount.

In India mostly the employees get their share of profit in the form of bonus which is

governed by the payment of Bonus Act. 1965.

Criticism of Profit Sharing Scheme :

It is generally criticized on the following 2 counts :-

(a) Companies fabricate their balance sheet and annual account in such a way that

less and less amount is shown in the balance sheet to be paid as Tax (Income Tax,

VAT, and other levies) in the form of

P.B.T. = profit before Taxation

P.A.T. = Profit after Taxation

Hence the employees are cheated for no fault of theirs.
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(b) On getting the share of profit immediately it does not motivate the employees or

motivates a little.

Other Form of Proift Sharing :

There are two other form of profit sharing viz.

1. Co-Partner ship.

2. Scalar plan.

Co-partnership

In some sense co-partnership is the improved version of profit sharing under the

scheme employees get companies share (equity) on cash payment or get their bonus converted

into share.

Thus they become the part and parcel of the management or equivalent to shareholders.

Benefits

1. The company’s capital formation is facilitated.

2. The employees develop the sense of “belonging” and “ownness”. Hence they

contribute their best to run the company in profit.

3. They do not think of going on strike/work-to-rule/slow-down. Slogan soughing and

things like these.

4. They get a very good amount as dividend at the time of retirement or other kind of

separation.

5. The incidence of turn over (leavning the firm to joint other company) also gets

minimised.

6. Cost of supervision gets reduced.

7. Job enrichment and enlargement get materialised.

8. Employees get immensely benefited and feel proud of the company/firm.

Scanlon Plan

This scheme was propounded by Joseph N. Scanlon, a lecturer in Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in U.S.A. in 1973.

The scheme is basically a suggestion scheme to minimize the cost of co-operation.

The employees are motivated to render suggestion how to reduce the cost of operation/

production and to get the benefit of reduced cost and increased productivity.

Benefits :

1. A collaborative and co-operative attitude is developed among employees and

managers.

2. Employees feel that their active participation in managerial decisions is honoured.
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3. Benefits arising out of cost cutting is shared by all.

4. Wastage is minimized.

5. Cost of supervision/Inspection gets reduced.

6. Incidence of rejection on final inspection also gets minimized.

7. Goods and services become cheaper and qualitative, demand gets multiplied so

also the resultant profit due to increased sales volume owing to the decreased

price.

5.8 Summary of the unit

1. The main objective of the wages and salary administration is to maintain an

equitable, fair and just salary system.

2. To attract and retain the best talents.

3. To minimize the incidence of turn over (leaving the organization) for getting better

wages and salary elsewhere.

4. To minimize the overall cost on Human Resource.

5. To minimize the cost of training and supervision by retaining the experienced and

well trained employees/officers/managers.

6. The wage and salary administration is based on following 3 principles :-

- External equity.

- Internal equity and

- Individual worth.

7. There are two components of wage and salary administration.

(i) Determination of wage and salary and

(ii) Wages and salary structure.

8. Payment by time and payment by result (P.B.R.) are the most commonly used

methods of wage and salary payment.

9. Incentives are the extra payment for better performance. The rationale (justification)

behind incentive is to motivate workers for better performance and result.

10. Incentives can be grouped into individual incentives and group incentives.

5.9 Questions for Exercise

1. What do you mean by remuneration/compensation explain the basic objectives

and principles of wage and salary administration.
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2. What is meant by wage structure explain in detail the components (elements) of

wage structure.

3. Differentiate between time wage and piece wage methods compare and contrast

them.

4. Write short notes on the following:-

(i) Fir wage

(ii) Living wage/payment by resultn (PBR)

(iii) Productivity

(iv) Co-partnership

(v) Profit sharing

(vi) Scanlon plan

(vii) Explain individual incentives, the group incentives compare and contrast

(viii) Halsey premium plan

(ix) Rowan premium scheme

(x) Emersson efficiency plan

Gantt Task and Bonus plan

5.10 Suggested Readings

1. Personnel Management :-

Written by: Arun Manappa and Mirza S. Saiyadain

Tata Mc graw Hills publishing company Ltd., New Delhi.

2. Human Resource and Personnel Management

(Text and Cases)

Authored by : K. Aswathappa

Tata Mc graw Hill publishing Company Ltd., New Delhi.




